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t’s been quite a few days for sneakers,
Satan and the artist Lil Nas X. It started
with a recently released music video

that sees the 21-year-old of “Old Town
Road” fame give the devil a lap dance,
which resulted in the Grammy winner
exchanging disses with a sitting US gov-
ernor who took issue with the seductive
clip and began tweeting Bible verses at
him. Then, the announcement that the
rapper would collaborate with a Brooklyn
company to make 666 pairs of “Satan
Shoes”-black Nike Air Max 97s cus-
tomized to feature a bronze pentagram, a
Bible verse referring to Satan’s fall and a
drop of human blood mixed with red ink
in the midsole-resulted Monday as many
great American tales do: with a lawsuit.

Nike is suing MSCHF Product Studio,
the eccentric company that linked up with
Lil Nas X to create the shoe, for trade-
mark infringement and dilution, saying in
a statement to AFP that “the Satan Shoes
were produced without Nike’s approval or
authorization, and Nike is in no way con-
nected with this project.” In federal court
documents, Nike alleges that the release
has prompted boycott calls against them
from offended consumers, who erro-
neously associate the sneaker giant with
the bloody soled-shoes due to their
trademark swoosh symbol. The shoes

sold out almost instantly after dropping
Monday, going for $1,018 a pair. The sale
is a follow-up to MSCHF’s “Jesus Shoes”-
white Nike Air Max 97s, which contained
holy water in the sole. Nike did not sue
over that product line.

Devilish music video
Lil Nas X’s collaboration on the shoes

comes as he released his devilish music
video for his new song “Montero (Call Me

By Your Name)”-a song whose title
appears to refer to the novel and film
“Call Me By Your Name,” about a sum-
mer romance between two men. In the
lusty clip, the rapper born Montero Lamar
Hill celebrates his sexuality and queer-
ness-the artist came out in 2019 — pole
dancing in stilettos down to Hell to twerk
on the Devil. The song, its accompanying
video and the sneakers triggered pearl-
clutching among many conservatives-

including the governor of the state of
South Dakota.

“Our kids are being told that this kind
of product is, not only okay, it’s ‘exclu-
sive.’ But do you know what’s more
exclusive? Their God-given eternal soul.
We are in a fight for the soul of our
nation. We need to fight hard. And we
need to fight smart. We have to win,”
Kristi Noem tweeted Sunday. A meme
king adept at Twitter trolling, Lil Nas X
replied with a number of barbs mocking
the outcry, along with a more to-the-
point message: “ur a whole governor
and u on here tweeting about some
damn shoes. do ur job!”

He has continued to use the lawsuit to
channel attention towards his song-
though in a more earnest message, he
wrote “i’ll be honest all this backlash is
putting an emotional toll on me. i try to
cover it with humor but it’s getting hard.”
“My anxiety is higher than ever,” Lil Nas X
wrote, before returning to brand. “And
stream call me by your name on all plat-
forms now!”— AFP W

hen dissident Chinese artist Ai
Weiwei secretly snapped a pic-
ture of himself showing a middle

finger in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square, he
knew it was provocative. But he never
thought that picture would be at the heart
of rising censorship fears in Hong Kong
26 years later. The former British colony’s
reputation as a cultural gateway to China
that is free of Communist Party interfer-
ence and censorship has diminished
over the past year as Beijing moved to
silence the city’s democracy movement.

Once a place where artists never had
to fear a knock on the door from China’s
police, it is now a city where dissent is
being expunged. Beijing’s crackdown
following huge and often violent democ-
racy protests nearly two years ago has
focused on protest leaders and the pro-
democracy opposition. But it has started
to bleed into the art world thanks to a
sweeping new security law that criminal-
izes much dissent and an official cam-
paign to ensure only “staunch patriots”
run the city.

Watching from his home in Berlin,
China’s best known modern artist around
the world says the arrival of mainland
style censorship in Hong Kong is all but
guaranteed. “Any sign of freedom of
speech, any sign of free expression can
be... declared unlawful or subversive to
state power,” Ai told AFP by phone.
“That law was applied in mainland China
but it is also being applied in Hong
Kong, there’s no question,” the 63-year-
old added.

‘Fast changing world’ 
For Hong Kong’s art community, all

eyes are currently focused on the M+
Museum. A 60,000 square-meter venue
set to open later this year, it boasts per-
haps the finest collection of contempo-
rary Chinese art in the world thanks in
part to a massive donation by Swiss col-
lector Uli Sigg. The museum’s online cat-
alogue lists 249 works by Ai Weiwei
alone. It also has photographs by Liu
Heung-shing of Beijing’s deadly 1989
crackdown in Tiananmen, an event
scrubbed by censors on the mainland.

But there are question marks over
whether it can display its more provoca-
tive pieces given the precarious new
legal and political atmosphere in Hong
Kong. Pro-Beijing politicians there have
already accused the museum of break-
ing the new security law and “spreading
hatred against the country” with their col-
lection, singling out Ai’s Tiananmen pic-
ture. On Monday, a government official
confirmed Ai’s photo would not be dis-
played when the museum opens and he
said he would welcome national security
police to vet its collection for any possi-
ble breaches.

Ai described the curators behind M+
as “very professional” people with “cre-
ative integrity” who are dealing with “an
extremely fast-changing world”. But he
said he now wonders whether any of his
work will be displayed, including two
large installations that are meant to be
included in the opening. “Hong Kong’s
more liberal, more democratic society, is
disappearing,” he lamented.

‘Proud’ 
Ai was once feted by Chinese authori-

ties and helped design Beijing’s Bird’s
Nest Olympic stadium. But he found him-
self on the receiving end of the state’s
wrath, especially when he criticized
authorities over their handling of 2008
Sichuan earthquake, in which more than
87,000 people died. He was detained for
81 days in 2011 and eventually left for
Germany four years later. The fact that
his photo in Tiananmen Square is trigger-
ing Chinese authorities once more is
something he welcomes. “I cannot refuse
that feeling of being proud,” he mused.
Ai took the picture back in 1995 and it
kicked off a series now known as “Study
of Perspective”.

Wherever Ai went in the world he
would take a similar photograph with a
middle finger extended, usually towards
something politically powerful or cultural-
ly important. He has done it in more than
100 locations, including outside the
White House, Germany’s Reichstag and
Russia’s Kremlin. —AFP

James Blunt
drives a taxi 
around the
streets of Ibiza

T
he 47-year-old singer imported a
tuk-tuk from Thailand to his home in
Ibiza and people on the island keep

mistaking him for a professional taxi driv-
er. He shared: “It says taxi on it and peo-
ple stop me and go, ‘Hey mate, how
much is it to Ibiza Town?’ Then they go,
‘Oh God, it’s you!’ “Then they go, ‘Oh no,
man, what happened?’ And I just go, ‘It’s
five euros - let’s go!’” James - who lives in
Ibiza with his wife Sofia Wellesley and
their two sons - thinks rickshaws are per-
fectly suited to the narrow streets of the
island.

And the ‘You’re Beautiful’ hitmaker has
gifted a second tuk-tuk to one of his two
sisters. He told Alan Carr’s ‘Life’s A
Beach’ podcast: “She uses hers on the
school run.” James served in the British
army before finding fame as a pop star,
and he previously revealed he’s lived all
around the world during his younger
years. He explained: “I was an army brat
who lived on army patches - in Cyprus,
Hong Kong, Germany and as far afield
and exotic as Yorkshire. Every two years
we’d move with my father’s helicopter
pilot’s job and I’d knock on doors and
ask, ‘Do you have any children of a simi-

lar age?’
“If so, you’d make a best friend for two

years; then never see them again. In
Cyprus my best friends were Canadians.
In Germany there was lots of bratwurst
and chips, but in Cyprus the simple
Greek food was fantastic -
Mediterranean, delicious and very
healthy.” James also admitted to being
jealous of Italian soldiers during his time
in the military. He said: “The Italian sol-
diers I worked with had much better
ration packs, even containing shots of
grappa.” They’d have fantastic coffee
and we’d stop beside them in the armed
vehicle as they brewed it and they’d offer
us some, but wouldn’t have dreamt of try-
ing ours - they’d just politely laugh.”

—Bang Showbiz 

Barrymore is
launching her
own lifestyle
magazine

D
rew Barrymore is launching her
own lifestyle magazine called
Drew. The ‘Blended’ actress has

partnered with Bauer Media Group on
the upcoming quarterly publication,
which will boast content on beauty, trav-
el, and food. The first issue will hit
Walmart stores on June 14, priced at
$9.99, and will be available at more
newsstands across the US a week later.
Drew - whose brands Flower Beauty,
Flower Home and  Beautiful by Drew
Barrymore were released in Walmart -
said: “I’ve lined my walls with magazine
tear sheets since I was like 10 years old.
“I have a picture of myself in my bedroom
and it’s like floor to ceiling and wall to
wall. I’ve always loved magazines
because of the paper and the experi-
ence. Magazines are such a huge part of
my life and they’re such a huge part of
my inspiration for everything I do.”

The ‘Drew Barrymore Show’ host will
appear on the first cover, but it’s not yet
been decided if she will be on the front of
every issue. Steven Kotok, president of
Bauer Media, explained: “We certainly
think [Drew] is our best cover, but we’re
going into it more with a kind of listening

to the audience. “The reader will always
decide. Clearly, she should be on the first
cover and we’ll figure it out from there.
When you over conceive it, that’s the only
way to screw it up.”

Like her talk show, there will be a
‘Dear Drew’ column for fans to send in
their questions and dilemmas.  She con-
tinued: “I love snail mail, so I have a ‘Dear
Drew’ [segment] on the show. “I used to
say I love ‘Dear Abby’ and [Meers and I]
came up with this notion of asking me
questions and then me giving the
answers so that is the origin story of
‘Dear Drew.’” Drew has also teased that
the magazine will be “very personal” and
much like her TV show it will aim to pro-
vide some much-needed “optimism”.

—BangShowbiz

T
he K-Pop band have joined the
#StopAsianHate and
#StopAAPIHate movement following

anti-Asian violence in the US, and the
group’s members - Jin, Suga, J-Hope,
RM, Jimin, V and Jungkook - released a
joint statement in which they discussed
the “pain of becoming the subject of
hatred and violence”. They said: “We
send our deepest condolences to those
who have lost their loved ones. We feel
grief and anger. “We recall moments
when we faced discrimination as Asians.
We have endured expletives without rea-
son and were mocked for the way we

look. We were even asked why Asians
spoke in English. “We cannot put into
words the pain of becoming the subject of
hatred and violence for such a reason.
“Our own experiences are inconsequen-
tial compared to the events that have
occurred over the past few weeks.

“But these experiences were enough to
make us feel powerless and chip away our
self-esteem.”

The ‘Mic Drop’ hitmakers made it clear
they “condemn violence” and spent “con-
siderable time” deciding how to make their
feelings known. They continued: “What is
happening right now cannot be dissociat-
ed from our identity as Asians. “It required
considerable time for us to discuss this
carefully and we contemplated deeply on
how we should voice our message. “But
what our voice must convey is clear.

“We stand against racial discrimination.
We condemn violence. You, I and we all
have the right to be respected. We will
stand together.” Meanwhile, Megan Thee
Stallion recently donated $50,000 to sup-
port the victims of the Atlanta spa shoot-
ings. The ‘WAP’ hitmaker partnered with

Fashion Nova and activist May Lee to
donate the money to Advancing Justice
Atlanta - a non-profit organization dedicat-
ed to the rights of Asian Americans in
Georgia - following the devastating shoot-
ings on March 16, which saw a gunman
enter three different spas and kill eight
people. In an Instagram post announcing
the donation, Megan wrote: “I am heartbro-
ken by the loss of eight individuals taken
from their families on March 16 in a sense-
less, violent attack against Asian
Americans.

“To honor the memory of these victims,
@FashionNova and I have partnered with
the journalist and Asian activist
@mayleeshow on a $50,000 donation to
@advancing_justice_atl who work tirelessly
to protect the civil and human rights of
Asian Americans in Georgia and the
Southeast. “We stand in solidarity with all
Asian Americans in saying that enough is
enough. #StopAsianHate #StandWith
AANHPICommunity (sic)”.

—Bang ShowbizT
he 28-year-old pop star assumed
she’d already have children at this
stage in her life, but she now

doesn’t see herself ever getting pregnant.
The ‘Cool for the Summer’ hitmaker - who
split from her fiance Max Ehrich last year -
explained: “I used to [want to have kids of
my own]. I think if anything, I want to
adopt, more than anything.” Demi and
Max became engaged in July last year
and, at the time, the singer was expecting
to have a baby with the actor one day.
However, she admits that her life hasn’t
gone according to the plan she created.

She told ‘The Joe Rogan Experience’
podcast: “I was engaged to a man last
year. I totally thought that I’d be married,
maybe pregnant, by now. And that’s not
the case ... I know that my life is not going
according to my plan.” At the moment,
Demi is determined to adopt. But she
admits that her plans could change again
in the future. She explained: “Life doesn’t
go according to any plan. So, I could sit
here and say, ‘Yes, I would love to have
children.’ But I don’t know, because that
might change next week.” I think in this
moment, I want to adopt, for sure.””

—Bang Showbiz

Lil Nas X ‘Satan Shoe’ collab triggers lawsuit from Nike

In this file photo US rapper Lil Nas X performs onstage during the 62nd Annual Grammy Awards
in Los Angeles. — AFP 

In this file photo Chinese dissident artist Ai
WeiWei poses inside the Reichstag building
in Berlin. — AFP 
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